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The long awaited, independently released ‘Da 1 U Love 2 Hate’ is due to drop June 24th. This is
the latest effort from Crenshaw, California’s hip hop notable SPIDER LOC.

  

It’s exciting times for this rapper as he’s been on a long journey; first from being discovered by
hip hop and rap mogul Marion ‘Suge’ Knight, to meeting hip hop artist Young Buck and spitting
for him and graduating to mixtapes and then an intro to hip hop rap artist 50 Cent and several
mixtapes later- writing music for videogames and performing live on tour with 50 Cent overseas.
Spider is a G-Unit Member. 

  

In fact- Spike TV had the Video Games Awards and both Spider Loc and 50 Cent shared the
Award for ‘Best Original Song’ in a video game- The Madden NFL 2006. 

  

Fast forward to June 24th, 2008 when the public gets to witness first hand the progress and
evolution of this talented hip hop storyteller, street smart, with sing-along contagious
choruses/hooks and charismatic character. SPIDER LOC is live and coming to you via your
speakers. Turn up your stereo, pump up the volume, make sure the bass is heavy and get
ready to feel funky.

  

Spider Loc’s versatility in his music is evident on these 18 tracks. He takes you on a journey
from the dark and somber times of “Bury Me A G” to the haunting and chilling “Amazin” to “Just
Pray" which demonstrates a more spiritual side and the classic funk joints “Anywhere” which is
a cruising song to the undeniably catchy “Summertime”… Spider makes sure there’s a song for
everyone especially the ladies. Unlike his other previous releases which have conveyed more of
a gangsta lean image and depicted his street credibility, this album captures more of his ‘ladies
man’ sensibilities and spiritual growth. Spider still keeps it real but this time coming at life more
grounded. 

  

"Spider has been the West Coast Best Kept Secret for too long now". “With this new incredible
release "Da 1 U Love 2 Hate" the world will see how truly talented this artist really is" - Iceman,
CEO Iceman Music Group

  

Spider Loc’s BayMaac along with G-West have partnered with Iceman Music Group for ‘Da 1 U
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Love 2 Hate’ and is distributed both by Iceman Music Group and Koch Entertainment.

  

Watch for it June 24th.
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